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STRATIFICATIONOF CONTINUOUS MAPS OF AN INTERVAL
L. S. BLOCK AND W. A. COPPEL
Abstract. We define the notion of turbulence for a continuous map of an interval
into the line and study its relation with periodic and homoclinic points. We define
also strongly simple orbits and show, in particular, that they represent periodic
orbits with minimum entropy. Further results are obtained for unimodal maps with
negative Schwarzian, which sharpen recent results of Block and Hart.

1. Introduction. Throughout the paper /: / -» R will denote a continuous map of
an interval into the real line. For definiteness we will suppose that the interval / is
compact, although this restriction will usually not be essential. If /, K are compact
subintervals of / we write J -» K if K Q f(J). It is well known—see, for example,
Li et al. [15]—that if /,,..., Jm are compact subintervals such that Jx -» • • ■ -* Jm
-* Jf, then there exists a point x such that fm(x) = x and fk~x(x) G Jk for

1 < k < m.
A point x is said to be periodic with period n if f"(x) = x and fk(x) ¥=x for
0 < k < n. The orbit of x is then the set of zz distinct points x, f(x),...,
f"~x(x).
A fixed point of / is a periodic point with period 1.
For the given interval I, let &n denote the set of all continuous maps /: / -» R
such that / has a periodic point of period zz. A remarkable theorem of Sarkovskii

[19] states that
a*3 c ^5 c 0>n c • • ■ c &>6c a% c • • • c &f2 c 0>2(X

c ••• c^c^c?2c^.
This ordering provides a stratification of the space C(I, R) of all continuous maps

from / to R.
In §2 we define the concept of turbulence and use it to obtain a refinement of the
Sarkovskii stratification. Although this concept has appeared implicitly in the
literature (see [2, 8, 14]), we believe that its significance has not been sufficiently
recognized.
In §3 we define the notion of strongly simple orbit and show that it arises naturally
in connection with the turbulence stratification and in the study of topological
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entropy. We also extend a result of Block and Hart [7] by showing that if a map has
an orbit of period zz,then it has a strongly simple orbit of period zz.
In §4 we study the relationship between turbulence and the existence of homoclinic points. We introduce two special types of homoclinic point, one orientationpreserving and the other orientation-reversing. Although there exist homoclinic
points which are of neither type, any map with a homoclinic point must have a
homoclinic point of one of these two types. However, the real justification for
concentrating attention on these two types lies in the simple and precise results

which are obtained.
In §5 we consider the important special case of unimodal maps with negative
Schwarzian. Our results here sharpen those of Block and Hart [7] and place them in
a more general setting.
We also make a notational innovation. We denote by (a, b) the closed interval
with endpoints a and b, when we do not know (or care) whether a $ b.
2. Turbulence. A continuous map /: I -» R will be said to be turbulent if there
exist compact subintervals J, K of I with at most one common point such that

(1)

JUKQf(J)nf(K).

This terminology was suggested by Theorem 1 of Lasota and Yorke [14]. It follows
at once from the definition that if / is turbulent, then /"is also turbulent for every

n > 1.
It is evident that the map / is turbulent if there exist points a,b,c

(2)

f(b)-f(a)-a,

g / such that

f(c) = b,

and either a < c < b or b < c < a. Our first result shows that this sufficient
condition for turbulence is also necessary.
Lemma 1. ///

is turbulent there exist points a,b,c

G / such that (2) holds and, in

addition, either
a < c < b,

(3)

f(x) > a for a < x < b,
x < f(x) < b fora<x<c,

or the same with all inequalities in (3) reversed.

Proof. Let J = [a, ß] and K = [y, 8], where ß < y, be compact subintervals such
that (1) holds. If ß = y we may assume that f(ß) i= ß, since otherwise we can

choose J0 c J so that f(J0) = /(/) and J0 n K = 0.
Let a' be the least fixed point of / in J and let V be the greatest point of K for
which f(b') = a'. Suppose first that f(c') = b' for some c' G (a', b'). Then we can
take a to be the greatest fixed point of / in [a', c'), b to be the least point of (c', b'\
for which f(b) = a, and c to be the least point of (a, c'] for which f(c) = b.
Suppose next that f(x)<b'
for a' < x < b'. Then / takes the value 8 in the
intervals [a, a') and (b',8], and f(x) > x > a for a < x < a'. Thus f(a") = a" for
some a" g (b',8], f(b") = a" for some b" g [a,a'), and f(c") = b" for some
c" G (a',ß\. Then, as before, we can take a to be the least fixed point of / in
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(c", a"], b to be the greatest point of [b",c") for which f(b) = a, and c to be the
greatest point of [c", a) for which f(c) = b. Q.E.D.
We study next the relation between turbulence and the existence of periodic
points.

Lemma 2. If fis turbulent, then f has periodic points of all periods.
Proof. Let J, K be compact subintervals with at most one common point such
that (1) holds. By Lemma 1 we may assume that if J and K are not disjoint then
their common point is not periodic. Since J -* K -» ■■■ -» K -» J, for any given
zz > 1 there exists a point x G / such that f(x) = x and fk(x) g K for 0 < k < n.

Evidently x has period n. Q.E.D.
The following result is an immediate consequence of Li et al. [15] and Sarkovskii's
theorem.
Theorem A. //, for some odd zz> 1, there exists a point x G / such that either
f(x) < x < f(x) orf(x) < x </"(x), then f has a periodic point of period n.

This result will be used in the proof of Lemma 3 and also later.
Lemma 3. Let n > 1 be odd. Then f has an orbit of period n if and only if f

is

turbulent, and in this case f2 is also turbulent.

Proof. Suppose first that / has an orbit of period zz. By a result of Block and
Hart, which is stated below as Theorem B in §3, we may assume that this orbit has
the form

f-x(x)<

■■■< f2(x) < x < f(x) < ■■■<f-2(x).

If we put J = [x, f(x)], K = [f2(x), x] then

ju KQf(J)nf-x(K)
and hence /"

is turbulent. On the other hand, if we put J = [f~x(x),f"~3(x)],

K=[f-\x),f(x)]then

JUK<zf2(J)nf2(K)
and thus f2 is turbulent.
Suppose next that /"is turbulent. By Lemma 1 we may assume that there exist
points a < c < b such that f(x)
> a for a < x < b and f"(b) = f"(a) = a,
f"(c) = b. If f(a) + a, then / has a point of period zz by Sarkovskii's theorem.
Thus we may assume that f(a) — a. If f(c) < c or if f(b) > b, then / has a point
of period zz by Theorem A. Thus we may assume that f(c)> c and f(b) < b. We
must actually have f(b) < a, since f(b) g (a, b) would imply a = fn + x(b) > a. It
follows that we must also have f(c) > b, since f(c) G (c, b) would imply f(b) =

f+x(c)>

a. Thus [a,b]c

f[a,c]nf[c,b]

and we can now apply Lemma 2.

Q.E.D.
Any positive integer zz can be uniquely represented in the form n = qm, where
q > 1 is odd and m = 2s for some s > 0. Throughout the rest of the paper q, m, and
s will be defined in terms of n in this way.
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Lemma 4. Suppose n is not a power of 2, i.e. n = qm with q > 1. Then f has an orbit
of period n if and only iff is turbulent, and in this case f2m is also turbulent.

This follows at once from Lemma 3, using Sarkovskii's theorem and the relation
between the periods of a periodic point under / and fm (Lemma 2 of [9]).
Let 3Tn denote the set of all continuous maps /: / -» R such that /"is turbulent.
Then Lemma 4 states that Tn = 0>n if zz is not a power of 2 and, in conjunction with
Lemma 2, that the Sarkovskii stratification admits the following refinement:

j;ca«,c#5c

• • • c T2 c ^6 c &>wc • • • cj4c#12

c ••• c^c^cf,.
(It is shown below that the inclusions are indeed strict.)
A result equivalent to this has been given by Blokh [8], using the notion of an
L-scheme due to Sarkovskii [19]. We believe that the notion of turbulence is more
natural and simplifies the proofs. Moreover we have found that its use clarifies and
sharpens other results in the literature. For example, in Proposition 3.6 of Li et al
[16], the conclusion can be strengthened from "there exists a periodic point of period
6" to "/2 is turbulent".
It has been shown by Block [4] that each term of the Sarkovskii stratification is
contained in the interior of its successors. Our next result shows that this remains
true for the turbulence stratification.
Lemma 5. 3\, c int^32s

for any s > 0.

Proof. It is sufficient to give the proof for s = 0, since the general case follows by
Lemma 2 of [9]. Let /: I -> R be a continuous map which is turbulent. We wish to
show that there is a neighborhood JT of / in C(I, R) such that any ge/
has a
periodic point of period 3.
By Lemma 1 we may assume that there are points a < c < b with f(b) = f(a)

= a

and f(c) = b. Then

f\c)<c<f(c).
There exists a neighborhood Jf of / such that the displayed inequalities continue to
hold when / is replaced by any g g JÍ. Then g has a periodic point of period 3, by

Theorem A. Q.E.D.
It is easily seen that any C°-neighborhood of a map / contains turbulent maps.
Hence $~n is certainly not a closed subset of C(I, R). However, we now show that
we obtain a closed set if we restrict attention to continuously differentiable maps.
Lemma 6. If the interval I is compact, then !TX := 3~nn CX(I, R) is a closed subset

ofCx(I,R)foranyn
Proof.

If /ej^1

> 0.
then, by Lemma 1, there exist points a, b, c g / such that

f(b)
= f(a)
= a, f(c)
= b, and either a < c < b or b < c < a. If we put g = /"
then, by the mean-value theorem of the differential calculus, the interval (a, b)
contains a point y such that g'(y) = 0 and a point z such that g'(z) > 1. Here the
notation (a, b) is used as defined in the introduction.
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Now suppose fk g^1
and /* -»/ in CX(I, R) as k -» oo. Without loss of
generality we may assume that there exists points ak< ck < bk such that fk(bk) =
fk(ak) = ak> fk(ck) = bk- Moreover, by restriction to a subsequence we may
assume that ak -» a, bk^> b, ck -* c. Then a < c < b and /"(/3) = f"(a) = a,
f(c) = b. It follows that also / g 3~x, unless a = c = b. But the latter case cannot
arise, since by applying the first part of the proof to gk = fk, we would then obtain

in the limit both g'(a) = 0 and g'(a) > 1. Q.E.D.
3. Strongly simple orbits. The notion of a simple periodic orbit was first introduced by Block [3] for the case in which the period is a power of 2. The definition is
inductive. Any fixed point is a simple orbit, and an orbit of / with period 2s, where
s > 0, is simple if the left and right halves of the orbit are simple orbits of f2 with
period 2i_1.
Block and Hart [7], and independently Ho [13], extended this definition to the
case in which the period is any positive integer. If q > 1 is odd then an orbit of
period q with midpoint x is simple if its points have either the order

f>-x(x)<f~\x)<

■■■<f2(x)<x<f(x)<

■■■<fi-2(x)

or the reverse order. (Attention was first focused on this order by Stefan [20].) If
n — qm, where q > 1 is odd and m = 2s > 1, then an orbit of period zzis simple if it
consists of zzzblocks of q consecutive points, each block forming a simple orbit of
g = fm with period q, and the blocks themselves being permuted by / like a simple

orbit with period m.
Block and Hart [7] proved the following general result:

Theorem B. If f has an orbit of period n, then it has a simple orbit of period n.
Block [3] has proved another result involving simple orbits which we will use later:
Theorem C. //, for some s > 1, f has an orbit of period 2s which is not simple,
then f also has an orbit of period 3 ■2s ~2.

In the present section we introduce the notion of a strongly simple periodic orbit
and show its significance. Any simple orbit of odd period or of period a power of 2
is said to be strongly simple. A simple orbit of period zz = qm, where q > 1 and
zzz> 1, is said to be strongly simple if / maps the midpoint of every block of q
consecutive points into another such midpoint, with one exception. This implies that
/ maps every block monotonically onto another block, with one exception.
With this terminology a result due to Coppel [9] (cf. also Ho [12]) can be stated in

the following way.
Theorem D. 7//g &n, butf <£@k whenever 0>k c 0>n and 1 < k < n, then every
orbit of f of period n = qm is strongly simple unless q = 3, zzzwhich case every orbit off
of period n is simple.

For q = 1, Theorem D reduces to Theorem C. Our results here will provide an
explanation of why q = 3 is exceptional. Moreover we will show that Theorem B
continues to hold if in the conclusion "simple" is replaced by "strongly simple", and
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that the strongly simple orbits with period
topological entropy.

n represent

those with minimum

Proposition
1. If f has an orbit of period 3m which is not strongly simple, where
m = 2s > 1, thenf' is turbulent.

Proof. If some orbit of period 3zzzis not simple, then / has an orbit of period
qm/2 for some odd q > 1, by Theorem D, and hence fm is turbulent, by Lemma 4.
We may therefore assume that all orbits of period 3zzzare simple.
Consider one such orbit. For some block B = [yx, y2, y3) with midpoint y2 we
must have f(y2) ± z2, where z2 is the midpoint of the block f(B) = {zx,z2,z3}.
We may suppose the notation chosen so that f(y2) = zx, f(yx) = z2, f(y3) = z3.

Then f(y2, y3) 2 <z,, z3> and hence fm(y2, y3) 2 ( v,, j>3>.If fk(yY) and fk(y2)
are both endpoints of fk(B) for some k such that 1 < k < zzz,then also fm(yf,y2)
2 (yi> y^) and hence fm is turbulent. We may therefore assume that for each k

with 0 < k < zzz either fk(yx) or fk(y2) is the midpoint of fk(B), and hence
fk(y3) = fk~1(23) is an endpoint of fk(B). In particular this implies that

fm(yi)=fm-1(^)=yi,

fm{yi)=fm'l{z2)=y2,

fm(y2)=fm-l(zf)=y3,

and hence /m(z,, z2) 2 f(y2, y3) 3 (zv z3). If the orbit is not strongly simple there
is a least k with 1 < k < zrzsuch that fk~x(z2) is not the midpoint of fk(B). Then
fk~x(z2, z3) 2 fk(B) and hence fm(z2, z3) 2 (z,, z3). Thus again fm is turbulent.

Q.E.D.
It is easily shown by examples that Proposition 1 no longer holds if in its
statement we replace 3m by qm, with an arbitrary odd q > 3. The converse of
Proposition 1 is also false, since a map may have an orbit of odd period q > 1,
although every orbit of period 6 is strongly simple. A simple example is the piecewise

linear map defined by/(0) = 1, /(l) = 2, /(2) = 0.
Proposition
2. /// g 3Tn, but f £ 3~k whenever £Tkai7'n
every orbit off of period n is strongly simple.

and 1 < k < n, then

Proof.
If q > 1 then 3~n= 0>n, by Lemma 4. Thus the result follows from
Proposition 1 if q = 3 and from Theorem D if q > 3. If q = 1 then the result is

trivial for 5 = 0, 1 and it follows from Theorem C if s > 1. Q.E.D.
Thus the exceptional case in Theorem D arises from considering the Sarkovskii
stratification, instead of the turbulence stratification.
Proposition
3. /// has an orbit of period 3m, where m = 2s > 1, then f has a
strongly simple orbit of period 3m.

Proof. By Theorem B, / has a simple orbit of period 3ziz. Let the blocks
Bv ..., Bm of this orbit be numbered so that f(Bk) = Bk+1 (1 < k < zzz),f(Bm) =
Bf. If bk denotes the midpoint of Bk, we may choose the numbering so that in
addition

f(bm) # bv Furthermore,

if Bk = [ak, bk, ck} we may choose the notation

so that f(am) = bx, f(bm) = c,, f(cm) = a,.
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If the orbit is not strongly simple there is a greatest positive integer h < m such
that f(bh)J= bh+1. Let ah denote the endpoint of Bh such that f(ah) = bh+l. Also,
if zz < m - 1 let ak,ck denote the endpoints of Bk such that fm~k(ak) = am,
fm~k(ck) = cm (h < k < zzz).There are two cases to consider, according as f(bh) =

ch+ lor ah + x. We restrict attention to the first case, the argument in the second case
being similar. Thus we have f(ah) = bh+l, f(bh) = ch+1, f(ch) = ah+l. If /A_1(Ci)
= ah then /Ä(c,) = bh+l, /m~1(ci)

= bm, and /m(c,)

= c,, which is impossible. It

follows that there are just two possibilities:
0) /*-1(cI) = c„, fh-x(af) = ah, fh~x(bf) = by,
(ii) f-\Cf)
= bh, f-\ax)
= ch, fh~x(bf) = ah.
Suppose first that (i) holds. Choose dh g (bh,ch) so that f(dh) = bh+l. Then
choose df g {bx,Cf) so that dk:= fk~x(dx) g </*_1(*i), /*-1(ci)> lor 1 < k < h
and dh = fh~x(df). Choose dm g (am,bm) so that /(¿J
= ¿,. Choose dh+1 g

K +iA+i)

so that dk:= fk-h~x(dh+f)&

(ak,bk) for /z + 1 < k < m and dm =

fm~h~\dh+f).
Choose <?Ag (dh,ch) so that /(ej
(^c,)
so that ^:=/*-1(e1)G<iz„/*-1(c1))forl<A:<Ä

= i/A+ 1. Finally choose e, g
and eh = /""V,)-

For 1 < A:< zzput

** = <fk'\bx),dk),

5, = (dk,ek),

Tk = (^./^HcJ),

Sk=(dk,bk),

Tk = (ak,dk).

and for h < k < m put
Rk=(bk,ck),

Then
*i -

• • • -» Rm -» S, -

• • • - 5m -> 7\ -

• • • ^Tm^Rf,

and hence / has a strongly simple orbit of period 3m.
Suppose next that (ii) holds. Choose dx G (ax,bf) so that dk:= fk~x(dx) G
</*_I(«i)»/*"1(6i)>
for 1< /c < zzand bh= f-\df).
Then choose ¿M g <*>„,,
cm>
so that f(dm) = df. Choose dh g <¿>a,ca>so that dk:= fk'h(dh) g (zVc*) for
h < k < m and dm = fm~h(dh).

(fk-\af),dk)
for Kk<h
/(0
= «i- Finally cho¿se
(dk,ck) forh + l<k<mand
Rk-h

= (bk,dk),

Rm-„+k = {dk,fk-\bf)),

Choose

e, e (af,df)

so that

<?A
:= fk~\ef)

e

and ¿A =/A~Vi)Choose em g <</„,,cm) so that
éA+1 e <dA+1,cA+1> so that eA:= /*~A_1(ez,+i) ^
em= f"-h-x(eh + 1). Put

sk-h=(dk,ek)>

Tk-h=(ek,ck)

Sm_h + k=(ek,dk),

(h<k^m),

Tm_h+ k = (fk-x(af),ek)

(l^k<h),
Rm = (ah,bh),

Sm = (bh,dh),

Tm = (dh,ch).

Then
*! -» • ■ -» *« - Sf -* ■■■ -+ sm - t\ -+ • • • -» rm - r1;
and it follows again that / has a strongly simple orbit of period 3zzz. Q.E.D.

Proposition 4. If f has a strongly simple orbit of period n = qm, where q > 1, izzezz
falso has a strongly simple orbit of period (q + 2) zzz.
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Proof.
The strongly simple orbit of period zz consists of zzz blocks
B(l),...,
B(m) of q consecutive points. If we put g = fm, the points of each block
have either the order
Zq < Zq-2

<

■■'

<Z3<Zf<Z2<

■■■ < Zq_3 < Zq_f

or the reverse order, where z, is the midpoint of the block and z¡ = gJ~1(z1)
(1 <j < q). More precisely, we will write Zj(k) in place of z, to denote that the
point belongs to the block B(k). Furthermore the blocks can be numbered so that
f(zf(k))

= Zf(k + l)

forl

<zc<zzz.

Then
f{zj(k))

= Zj(k + 1)

f{zj(m))

forl < k <zzz,l <y<

= zJ+ l(l)
f{zq(m))

Since

f(Zf(k),

z2(k))

q,

forl ^j<q,
= Zf(l).

2 <z,(zc + 1), z2(k + 1)> for

1 < k < m

and

f(Zf(m),z2(m))
2 (z3(l), z2(l)), there exists a point w such that fm(w) = w and
fk~x(w) g (Zf(k), z2(k)) for 1 < k < zzz.Similarly there exists a point x such that
fm(x) = Zf(l) and fk~x(x) G (fk~x(w), z2(k)) for 1 < k < zzz.Finally there exists
a point y such that fm(y) = x and fk~\y)
g <21(/V),/*~1(w)> for 1 < zc < zzz.

For 1 < k < m put

■^¿M/*-1^),/*-»),

/2(/v)=(/*-i(w),/*:-1w>,

J3(k)=(zf(k),fk-X(y)),

J4(k)=(fk-X(x),z2(k)),

Ji(k) = {zi_A(k),zi_2(k)),

(5^i^q

+ 2).

Then

Jf(l) ^ J¿2)-*
-y2(i)-y2(2)-»

••• -Aim)
•••

-/2(m)

"» ^+2(1) - /,+2(2) -» ••• -/,+2(w)

- A(l).

and hence / has a strongly simple orbit of period (q + 2)m. Q.E.D.
We can now deduce without difficulty the main result of this section.

Theorem

1. If f has an orbit of period zz, then it has a strongly simple orbit of period

n.

Proof. By Theorem B, / has a simple orbit of period zz.If zzis odd or a power of
2, then by definition this orbit is also strongly simple. Thus we may suppose q > 1
and zzz> 1 in the representation n = qm. If f has an orbit of period 3zzzthen it has
a strongly simple orbit of period 3zzz,by Proposition 3, and hence a strongly simple
orbit of period qm, by Proposition 4. If / does not have an orbit of period 3zzzthen,
for some odd r such that 3 < r < q, f has an orbit of period z-zzzbut no orbit of
period (r — 2)m. The orbit of period z-zzzis strongly simple, by Theorem D, and
hence / has a strongly simple orbit of period qm, by Proposition 4 again. Q.E.D.
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We are also led to strongly simple orbits by the study of topological entropy. This
notion was introduced by Adler et al. [1] and is further discussed by Denker et al.
[10]. The topological entropy of a continuous map / is denoted by zz(/). For any
positive integer m we have h(fm) = mh(f). It follows from Block et al. [5, Lemma
1.5] that if / is turbulent, then h(f)^
log2. Hence if fm is turbulent, then

h(f)>(log2)/m.
Let Xf < ■■■ < xn be an orbit of / of period zz.Corresponding to this orbit there
is a directed graph with its associated adjacency matrix and characteristic polynomial. It follows also from Block et al. [5, Lemma 1.5] that zz(/) > logp, where p
is the largest positive root of the characteristic polynomial. Moreover, by Misiurewicz and Szlenk [17, Theorem 1], this lower bound is attained if / = [x,, x„] and / is
strictly monotonie on each subinterval [xjy xJ+1] (1 <y < zz).
Block et al. [5] have shown in this way that if / has an orbit of period zz= qm,
where q > 1 is odd and m = 2s, then h(f)>
(logXq)/m, where A^ is the unique
positive root of the polynomial Lq(X) = Xq- 2\q~2 - 1. (Note that Lq(X) has at
most one positive root, by Descartes' rule of signs, and L (1) < 0 < Lq(2).) We wish
to determine when this lower bound for h(f) is attained.

Proposition

5. If f has an orbit of period n = qm, where q > 1, and if

(4)

h(f) = (logXj/zzz,

then the orbit of period n is strongly simple.
Conversely, suppose f has a strongly simple orbit xx < ■■■ < xn of period n = qm,
where q > 1. Then (4) holds if I = [x,, xj and f is strictly monotonie on each
subintervalIj = [x-, xy+1](l </ < n).
Proof. For any odd r < q we have \f > \ , since

Lq(xr) = K~r(K - 2a72) -1 = K~r - i > o.
It follows from (4) and the lower bound of Block et al. that / cannot have an orbit of

period rm. Also, for any odd t > 1,

X2= 2 + 1/X',"2 > 2 > Xq.
It follows similarly that if m > 1 then / cannot have an orbit of period izzz/2. Thus /
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem D. Hence the given orbit of period n = qm is
strongly simple if q > 3. If q = 3 and the orbit is zzoi strongly simple then fm is
turbulent, by Proposition 1, and hence zz(/) > (log2)/zrz, which contradicts (4).
This proves the first statement of the proposition.
The second statement follows directly from the remarks made above. For, by
Coppel [9, Theorem 1], in the case of a strongly simple orbit the largest positive root

p of the associated characteristic polynomial is precisely p = Xx/qm. Q.E.D.

4. Homoclinic points. According to Block [2], a periodic point z of period zz is
homoclinic if there exists a point y ¥=z in the unstable manifold W"(z,f)
such that

fk"(y) = z for some k > 0.
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Homoclinic points are, like turbulence, an indication of the complexity of a map.
In this section we study the relationship between these two concepts. Let H(n)
denote the set of all continuous maps /: I —>R with a homoclinic point of period n.
We first prove

Lemma 7. H(n) C 3~2n for any n > 0.

Proof. Let /e //(zz). We may restrict attention to the case zz= 1, simply by
replacing / by / ". Let z be a homoclinic fixed point of /. If there exist points x, y
with z<x<y
or y<x<z
such that f(x) = y, f(y) = z, then / is turbulent and
hence f2 is also turbulent. If there exist points x,, x2, x3, x4 with x, < x3 < z < x4
< x2or x2 < x4 < z < x3 < Xf such that /(x,) = z and f(xk) = xk_f (k = 2,3,4),
then f2 is again turbulent, since (z, x2) çzf2(z,x4) n f2(x4,x2).
But, by Block
and Hart [6, Lemma 1], at least one of these possibilities must occur. Q.E.D.
On the basis of Lemma 1 and the proof of Lemma 7 we now introduce two special
types of homoclinic point. First, let Jfn denote the set of all continuous maps /:
/ -» R for which there exist points a, b, c such that

(5)

/"(ô)=/-(fl)

= a,

f"(c) = b,

a has period zz,and either

a < c < b,

(6)

f(x)>a

for a < x < b,

x </"(x)

< b

for a < x < c,

or the same with all inequalities in (6) reversed. Then a is a homoclinic point of
period zz, since c g Wu(a,f"), and

(7)

^Ç^,

since (a,b) Qf"(a,c)
nf"(c,b).
We will say in this case that a is a homoclinic
point of type (I). By Lemma 1 we actually have

(8)

Mf-STf.

Secondly, let Jtf* denote the set of all continuous maps /: / -» R for which there
exist points x0,..., x4 such that
(9)

/"(x0)

= x0,

f"(xk)

= xk_f

(1</V<4),

x0 has period zz,and either
X] "^ Xi

(10)

^ Xq ^ Xa ^ X-j,

/"(*)<*o</2''(*)
x <f2"(x)

forx0<x<x2,
< x2

forx0<x<x4,

or the same with all inequalities in (10) reversed. Then x0 is a homoclinic point of
period zzand

(11)

^,#<=^2,„
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since (x0, x2> <zf2n(x0, x4> n f2n(x4,x2).
We will say in this case that x0 is a
homoclinic point of type (II). It is readily seen that relations (9) and (10) imply

X! < f(x)

for x0 < x < x2,

x3</"(x)

forx0<x<x4,

x0 < f"(x)

for Xf < x < x0,

x2 > f"(x)

for x3 < x < x0,

regardless of whether x0 has period exactly zz.
We first study the sets Jífn, Jifn# in the case where zz is a power of 2.

Proposition

6. Jt?2. ç Jíf2¡+2for any s > 0.

Proof. Let / g 3rifx and, without loss of generality, let a, b, c be points satisfying
the relations (5) and (6) with zz= 1.
Since f[a,c] 2 [a, b], there is a greatest point d g (a,c) such that f(d) = c.
Since f2[d, c] 2 [a, b] 2 [d, c], f4 has a fixed point in [d, c]. If « is the least, then
d < a < c. Assume f2(a) = a. Then f2(d,a) 2 (ot,b) and hence f2(e) = c for
some e g (d, a). Then f3[d, e] 2 [a, />]2 [a, c] and hence f4[d, e] 2 [a, ¿>]2 [d, e].
Thus /" has a fixed point in [d,e], which contradicts the definition of a. We
conclude that f2(a) ^ a, and so a has period 4.
Since f4(d)

= a < d,we have /4(jc) < x for d < jc < a. On the other hand, since

f2(a,d)2(a,b)^(a,d),

we have f4(a,d)

2 (a,b). Thus a = f4(ß)

for some

greatest /? G (a, if). Similarly ß = /4(y) for some greatest y G (J, a). It now follows
readily that / G J(r\.
Thus the proposition holds for 5 = 0. Assume that s > 0 and it holds for all

smaller values of s. If /gj^,,

then g = /2Gjf2,

i. Hence gejfri,

by the

induction hypothesis, and it follows that / g 3/?v+i,by [9, Lemma 2]. Q.E.D.
To establish the analogous property of Jr**
preliminary result.

we make use of the following

Lemma 8. Suppose there exist points a < c < b such that

(13)

f(a) = a=f2(b),
f2(c) = b,
f2(x)>a
fora<x<b,
x < f2(x) < b fora < x < c.

Thenf ^ 3tf? iff(H) < a for some £ g (a, b) andf G Jfx otherwise.
Proof. The conditions (13) evidently imply that f(x) ¥=a for a < x < b. Suppose
first that f(x) < a for every x G (ö, ¿>).In particular, f(c) < a and f(b) < a. If
x g (/(e), a) then x = f(y) for somej g (a,c) and hence f(x) = /2( v) satisfies
a < f(x) < b. Consequently/2(x)
< a if x G (/(c), a). Since f\b) = a, it follows

that either f(b) < f(c) or f(b) = a.
Consider first the case f(b) < f(c). If we put x0 = a, x, = f(b), x2 = b, x3 =
f(e), x4 = c, then relations (9) and (10) are satisfied with zz= 1. Thus / g jf*.
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Consider next the case f(b) = a. For some greatest d g (f(c), a) we must have
f(d) = c. If x G (d, a) then z =/(x) G (a,c). Since f2(x) = x would imply f2(z)
= z and /2(x) = /(c) would imply /2(z) = ¿>,it follows that f(c) < f2(x) < x for
d < x < a. If we now put x0 = a, x, = ¿z, x2 = f(c), x3 = c, x4 = </, the relations
(9) and (10), with the inequalities reversed, are satisfied with zz = 1. Thus again

/ g Jiff.
Suppose next that f(x)

> a for every x G (a, b). Since f3(b) = a the conditions

(13) imply that f(b) <£(a, b]. If f(b) > b then [a, f(b)] ç f[a, b] n f[b, f(b)] and
hence / G 3~x = Jfx. The only remaining possibility is f(b) = a. Since /(c) > a we
must have either /(c) > ft or a < f(c) < b. But if f(c) > b then

[a,b]cf[a,c]nf[c,b],
and if a < f(c) < b then

[a,6]ç/[a,/(c)]n/[/(c),z3].
Thus / g ^
in every case. Q.E.D.
We can now derive the main result of this section. It establishes a precise relation
between the set ^ and the sets Jfn and Jif„#', when zzis a power of 2.

Theorem 2. 9~v = Jf2?-i U Jf2, for any s > 0.
Proof. The right side is certainly contained in the left by (7) and (11). Thus we
need only show that the left side is contained in the right.
We show first that 3~f ç jff u Jif2. Let /ej,.
By Lemma 1 we may assume
that there exist points a, b, c which satisfy the relations (2) and (3). Since f(c) > c
and /(¿>) < 6 we have f(x) = x for some x G (c,b). Let £ be the least fixed point
of f2 in (c, b). Then /2(x) < x < £ for c < x < £. For some d g (û,c) we have
/(¿) = c and thus /2(d) = b. Hence /2(i)) = £ for some greatest tj e (a, c). Then
f2(x) < £ for zj < x < c. Similarly /2(f) = tj for some greatest f G (c, £). Then

/2(x) > -q for f < x < £. If /(£) * £ it follows at once that /g jT2. If /(|)

= £

then, since f(c) > £, it follows from Lemma 8 (with the inequalities reversed) that
/ g jé"*. This establishes our claim.
Suppose next that / g T2. By Lemma 1 we may assume that there exist points a,
b, c which satisfy relations (5) and (6) with zz= 2. If f(a) =t a then a has period 2

and hence /Gjf2.

If f(a) = a then /GjfjUJrf,*,

by Lemma 8, and hence

/ g Jiff u Jtf2, by the previous part of the proof. This proves the theorem for s — \.
Suppose finally that /g ^,m
for some s > 0. Then g = f2' g S"2 and hence

g&Jff
UJf2. If gGjf2
then /ejf?*i.
If g g ¿f*
we may suppose that
relations (9) and (10) hold with zz= 2s. If /"/2(x0) # x0 then /g jf*. Thus to
complete the proof we will assume /"/2(x0) = x0 and deduce a contradiction. By
(10) we now have f/2(x)
=£x0 for x0 < x < x2. If f/2(x)
> x0 for x0 < x < x2
then f(x)
> x0 for x > x0 and x close to xQ, which contradicts (10). Hence
fn/2(x) < x0 for x0 < x < x2. Similarly from (12) we obtain /"/2(x) > x0 for
x, < x < x0. But then we again obtain /"(x) > x0 for x > x0 and x close to x0.

Q.E.D.
As a corollary we obtain the following counterpart to Proposition 6.
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7. Jf, c jff* u Jf2 and Jif2?-i U Jtfr c jé"* u Jf2S+i for any s > 0.

It is readily seen that Theorems 1-3 of Block and Hart [6] are contained in the
preceding results, and some of our arguments have been based on theirs. The
following examples show that our results are sharp:

If /: [0,4] -» [0,4] is the piecewise linear map defined by

(i) /(0) = 0, /(2) = 4, /(f) = xi, f(%) = I, /(4) = 0, then / g jé* n JÉ"2but
/<£ JÉ"* U Je*;
(ii) /(0) = 4, /(2) = 2, /(3) = 0, /(4) = 2, then / G jf* n JÉ"2* but / <£JÉ",U

(iii) /(0) = 4, /(2) = 2, /(3) = 0, f(^) = i /(4) = 2, then / G JE"* n JÉ"4but
/<£Jf,

UJf2UJÉ"2*;

(iv) /(0) = 0, /(2) = 4, /(f ) = i f(l) = f, /(4) = 0, then / g je* n JE"* but
/<£//(2);
(v) /(0) = f, /(l) = 4, /(3) = 0, /(4) = \, then / g je*

but / Í JT, U Jf* U

The relation between the sets STn and JÉ",, when zz is not a power of 2, is even

simpler.
Theorem

3. 3~n= JÉ^ //« « zzoza power of 2.

Proof. By Lemma 4, it is sufficient to show that @n c jé",. Let /e#„
and again
write zz= qm. Then / has a strongly simple orbit of period n, by Theorem 1. Let
the blocks Bx,...,Bm of this orbit be numbered so that the midpoint of Bk is
fk~x(z) for 1 < k < zzz.For definiteness suppose that the points of Bx are
Zq < Zq-2

<

••■

< Z3<

Zf<

Z2<

■■■ < Zq_f,

where Zj = fu~X)m(z). Choose an interval Jq_x = [xq_x, yq_x] Q [zq, zq_2] so that
fk(Jq-f) Q (fk(zq),fk(zq-2))
for 1 < k < zzzand fm(yqrf) = z2, fm(xq_f) = zv
Next define intervals Jq_2,...,Jf
inductively by choosing Jq^¡ = [xq_¡, yq_¡]Q

(V/+i-z,-¡-i)
so that /*(/?-»)e </*(zi-'+i)> /'(Vi-i))
for K^ow.
/"(/,_,) = /#_/+, and /"( v,) = *,-<+i. /m(^9-/) = V+i d < ' < ^)- Finally
choose an interval

/0 = [x0, >>0]ç [zx, xx] so that fk(J0)Q

(fk(Zf),fk(Xf))

for

1 < zV< zzz, fm(J0) = Jf and /m(^0) = ^l» f"(xo) = ^i- Tnus we nave 2i < ^o <
^0 < Xf < yx < z2 and /"(x0) = zx, /"(^0) = z2. Moreover f""(J0) = Jt for 0 < i

< q and f(J0) = [z,, z2] 2 J0- Thus /0 contains a fixed point of /". Furthermore
any such fixed point is a periodic point of / with period zz, the points in its orbit
having the same order along the real line as the points in the orbit of z. If a is the
greatest fixed point of /" in J0, then f(x) > x for a < x < y0. Since /"(x,) = z3
and f(y0) = z2, there is a least point b g ( y0, xx) such that f(b) = a and a least

point c g (a, y0) such that /"(c) = b. It follows that both (5) and (6) hold, and thus
/ g jen. The proof shows in addition that there is a homoclinic point of type (I) and
period n whose orbit is strongly simple. Q.E.D.
It is stated without proof by Fedorenko and Sarkovskii [11] that if a map has a
periodic point whose period zzis not a power of 2, then it has a homoclinic point of
period zz.Theorem 3, in conjunction with Lemma 4, establishes a more precise result
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and relates the results of Fedorenko and Sarkovskii to those of Blokh [8] in the same
volume.
By combining Lemma 7 with Theorem 2 or Theorem 3 we see that a map / has a
homoclinic point if and only if /" is turbulent for some zz > 0. This was already
proved by Block [2]. The present proof shows that there are always many homoclinic
points of a very simple type.

5. Unimodal maps with negative Schwarzian. A map / is said to be unimodal if it
has a unique extremum c, so that either / is strictly increasing to the left of c and
strictly decreasing to the right of c, or vice versa. It is evident that any simple orbit
of a unimodal map is also strongly simple. On the other hand, it is possible to
construct a map with a unique orbit of period 6 so that this orbit is strongly simple
but not unimodal.
For any four distinct points x,, x2, x3, x4 on the real line, let
R(Xf,X2,X3,X4)

= (x4

-

X,)(x3

-

X2)/(x4-

X3)(x2

-

Xf)

denote their cross-ratio. If /: [a, b] -* R is continuous and strictly monotonie then,
following Preston [18], we say that / has property R if
R{f(Xf),f(x2),f(x3),f(x4))

> R(Xf,X2,X3,X4)

whenever a < xx < x2< x3 < x4< b.
It is well known, see Preston [18, Proposition 4.1], that if / is three times
differentiable and f'(x) =t 0 for all x g (a, b), then / has property R if and only if
the Schwarzian derivative

Sf(x)=f'"(x)/f'(x)-\[f"(x)/f'(x)Y
is negative for all x G (a, b).
We will have occasion to use the following two results concerning functions with
property R, which are also given by Preston [18, Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.6].

Lemma A. ///: [a, b] -» [c, d] and g: [c, d] -» R are continuous, strictly monotonie
functions with property R, then g° f: [a, b] -» R is also a continuous, strictly
monotonie function with property R.
Lemma B. Let g: [a, b] -» R be continuous and strictly monotonie with g(a) < a,
g(b) > b and g(e) = e for some e g (a, b). If g has property R then e is the only fixed

point of g in (a, b) and
g(x) < x fora<x<e,

g(x) > x fore<x<b.

Let / = [a, Zz]be the given compact interval. We will denote by # the class of all
continuous maps /: / -» R which are unimodal and have property R on both the
interval [a, c] and the interval [c, b], where c G (a, b) is the unique extremum of /.
This is the same as the class <€ studied by Block and Hart [7], except that here we
require only /eC°
instead of /eC3
and we drop the inessential condition
f(b) = f(a) = a. The much-studied quadratic map /(x) = Xx(l - x) on the interval / = [0,1] is a typical element of i?.
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It was shown by Block and Hart [7] that if a map / G <€ has an orbit of period
zz = qm with q > 1, then it has a homoclinic point of period zzz.We show here that it
actually has a homoclinic point of type (II) and period zzz,in the terminology of §4.
This is then used to show that Theorem 2 takes a much simpler form for maps in <6',
and that the homoclinic stratification which Block and Hart obtained for maps in <€
is a consequence of the turbulence stratification for arbitrary continuous maps.

Proposition 8. &qmn <ëQje*

if q > 1 is odd and m = 2s > 1.

Proof. We may assume q > 5, since @3mc &qm if q > 3. Let / g &>qmn <€. By
Theorem A, / has a simple orbit of period qm. The unique extremum c of / must lie
between the least and greatest points of this orbit. Moreover c cannot be situated
between two consecutive blocks, since otherwise / would map each block strictly
monotonically onto its image and g = fm would map each block strictly monotonically onto itself, which contradicts q > 2. Hence c lies between the least and greatest
points of some block B. We can write B = {yx,..., yq), where g(j,) = J/+1
(1 < j < q), g(yq) = .y, and, without loss of generality,
yq<yq-2<yq-4<

•■■ <yi<y2<

■••

<yq-3<yq-i-

Let J = [a, ß] be a subinterval of [yq, yq-X] on which / is strictly monotonie. If
f(a) and f(ß) lie between the least and greatest points of the block f(B), then / is
also strictly monotonie on f(J),f2(J),...,fm~x(J)
and hence g is strictly monotonic on J.
Since g(yq) < g(yq-4) < g(yq-2\ g IS not strictly monotonie on the interval
[yq, yq-4]. It follows that the extremum c of f satisfies y < c < yq-4. Moreover, for
one point y, of the two points of the orbit adjacent to c, f(yj) is an endpoint of the
whole orbit. Then g(yj) is an endpoint of B, since / is strictly monotonie on all
blocks except B. Hence j ¥=q, q - 4, which forces j = q - 2. If yq_2 < c < yq_4
choose z e (c, yq_4) so that f(z) = f(yq-2), and if c < yq_2 take z = yq_2. Then /
is strictly monotonie on the interval [z, yq_x],and so also is g.
The interval (yx, y2) contains a fixed point x0 of g. Let x, be the greatest point of
(yq> yi) such that g(Xf) = x0. Evidently we must have x, < z. There exists a unique
point x2 e (x0, yq_f) such that g(x2) = xlt a unique point x3 g (z, x0) such that
g(x3) = x2, and a unique point x4 G (x0, x2) such that g(x4) = x3. Then g(x) > x0
for Xf < x < x0, by the definition of x,, and g maps [x0, x2] strictly monotonically
onto [x,, x0]. Hence g(x) < x0 < g2(x) for x0 < x < x2. Moreover g2(x) < x2 for
x0 < x < x4, since g2 maps [x0, x4] strictly monotonically onto [x0, x2].
The argument up to this point uses only the fact that / is unimodal. On the other
hand, by Lemma A, g2 has property R on the interval [x3, x4]. Hence, by Lemma B,
x0 is the unique fixed point of g2 in (x3, x4) and x < g2(x) for x0 < x < x4. Since
x0 is a periodic point of / of period m, it now follows that / e je*. Q.E.D.
For unimodal maps which do not have property R, it is not necessarily true that
&qmQ ¿e*. The proof of Proposition 8 itself shows how to construct a counterexam-

ple.
Proposition 9. je2 n V = 0.
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Proof. Let / g # and, without loss of generality, assume / has a maximum at its
unique extremum c. Let x, < x2 be an orbit of / of period 2.
Suppose first that x, < c, and hence x2 > c. For any small e > 0 the interval
(x,,x, + e) is mapped by / to an interval (x2, x2 + 8) and by f2 to an interval
(x! - zj,Xf), where 8 > 0, tz > 0. In the same way the interval (x, - e,x,) is
mapped by f2 to an interval (x,,x, + tj'), where tj' > 0. Thus x, cannot be a
homoclinic point of type (I). A similar argument applies to x2.
Suppose next that xy ^ c. The open interval (xx, x2) contains a fixed point x0 of
/. Moreover, by Lemmas A and B,
/2(x)

< X

if X G (,X,,X0),

f2(x)

> X

if X G (x0,X2).

The cases x, = c and x, > c now require separate treatment. If x, = c then
(x, - e,Xf) is mapped by / to (x2 - 5, x2) and by f2 to (x,, x, + r\), where ¿>> 0,
zj > 0. Thus Xf, and similarly x2, cannot be a homoclinic point of type (I). Finally
suppose Xf > c. If f2(y) < y for some _ye (x, - e, xx) then /2 is strictly monotonic on [y, x2], f2(x2) = x2, and /2 has two fixed points x,, x0 in (y, x2), which
contradicts Lemma B. We conclude that f2(x) > x for all x g (x, - e, x,). Similarly we must have /2(x) < x for all x g (x2, x2 + e). Thus again x, and x2 cannot

be homoclinic points of type (I). Q.E.D.
The argument used to prove Proposition 9 can be generalized in the following
way.
Proposition
10. /// g <€has a homoclinic point of type (I) and of period 2s, where
s > 1, then the orbit of this point is not simple.
Proof.
Let Xf < ■■■ < xm be an orbit of / of period m — 2s containing a
homoclinic point of type (I). Assume, on the contrary, that this orbit is simple. The
extremum c cannot lie in one of the intervals (xY, x2), (x3,x4),..
.,(*„,_,, xm),
because then / would be decreasing at an odd number of points Xj and hence fm

would be decreasing at every x , which is impossible if Xj is a homoclinic point of
type (I). Consequently, / is strictly monotonie on each of these intervals and they
are permuted in some cyclic order by /. Hence fm/1 maps each of these intervals
homeomorphically onto itself with reversal of orientation. Thus fm/2 has a fixed
point Zj g (xj, xJ+f) for every odd j. Moreover, by Lemmas A and B, for every odd

/m(x)<X

Lfxe(x,,Z,),

/m(x)>X

ifxG

(Zj,Xj + f).

If c — x, for some z then / is strictly monotonie in a neighborhood of each Xj with
j ¥= i, but / maps a whole neighborhood of x, onto a one-sided neighborhood of
/(x,). Hence fm maps a whole neighborhood of every Xj onto a one-sided neighborhood of Xj. It follows that if j is odd a left neighborhood of x} is mapped by fm
onto a right neighborhood of x , and if j is even a right neighborhood of Xj is
mapped by fm onto a left neighborhood of x . In conjunction with the inequalities
displayed above this shows that no Xj is a homoclinic point of type (I). We reach the
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same conclusion if c # x, for every i by a similar argument to that used in the proof

of Proposition 9. Q.E.D.
We can now establish the main result of this section.

Theorem 4. In <€, JÉ"2*-.= H(2S~X) = 3~T for any s > 1.
Proof. In general we have, by Lemma 7, Jf2* i ç //(2s"x) ç &~r. Therefore, by
Theorem 2, it is sufficient to show that, zzz(ê, JÉ"2,ç JÉ"2*i. For 5 = 1 this follows at

once from Proposition 9. Suppose s > 1. Then JÉ"2,<z&>3.2¡-2,by Proposition 10
and Theorem C, and á?3.2»-2ç. 0>3,r-i ç JÉ"2*i, by Sarkovskii's theorem and

Proposition 8. Q.E.D.
The conclusion of Theorem 4 need not hold for maps which are unimodal but do
not have property R. For example, let / be a smooth map such that /(0) = 4,

/(l) = 5, /(2) = 4, /(3) = 3, /(4) = 2, /(5) = 0, and which is strictly monotonie on
the intervals between these points. Then / is unimodal and f2 is turbulent, but /
has no homoclinic fixed point. Similarly, the conclusion of Theorem 4 need not hold
for smooth maps with negative Schwarzian which are not unimodal.
The homoclinic stratification which Block and Hart [7] obtained for maps in the
class # follows at once from the turbulence stratification and Theorem 4. In the
same way Lemma 6 implies their result that H(2S~X) is a closed set for C3 maps in
<€.
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